FAQs:

Q.1. Will I be charged once I sign up?

Ans:- No, there are no charges for signing up. Also, every new user gets our pre-subscribed free plan with all plugins and marketing channels. You get contact limit of 250 users for a lifetime.

Q.2. What is advantage of Cronberry?

Ans:- Cronberry can be used wonderfully to boost marketing. It captures leads from different sources, segments them in single interface and broadcasts automated campaigns.

Q.3. How can we assure that my data is secured?

Ans:- We are using HTTPS protocol which is highly secured. Our data storage dependency is on AWS and Digital Ocean, both are world class infrastructures. And as per our privacy policies, we do not share user data with any third party except law enforcement.

Q.4. How data collection process will be carried out?

Ans:- You need to setup connector in Cronberry admin or integrate APIs into their project so that Cronberry captures data from respective platform/website/app.

Q.5. What is the use of connectors mentioned on Cronberry?

Ans:- Connector are pre-integrated sockets for particular websites/platforms, so you don’t need to write codes. It’s a log and play solution. It works on bringing your leads/events to Cronberry account.

Q.6. Can we target only specific customers here?
Ans:- Yes, you can segment your audience as per your choice and engage them.

Q.7. Where do we need to contact for custom plan?

Ans:- You can write at sales@cronberry.com or whatsapp/call @ +91-9024466792 any information and help with Cronberry.